The realm of light is in essence a spirit of the flame. All Words upon the Flesh come from the
first will, and through formed it into the flesh of which the spirit is contained. The fire that lights
our soul is a continual fire the burns like desire, but it also has a hot passive state like the warm
embers in the cold winter frost. The fire, once it sparks from nothingness, comes into form and
permeates through the Aether in a form of Fire-Light. These rays form over the course of time
due to the relation to the elements, such as the Heaven of Water. For Water, in the abyss of
creation, has led us to see that one needs to use it to cool the fire when the desire gets to
intense. This intensity is a simple surrender into the first will; divine will, in which one has to
cope and play the rules governed by the spirit of flame.
One could argue that the flame changes in intensity for each person. With this reflection, we can
possible assume that the form of Flesh then has a different underlying destiny that roots itself in
nothingness and comes quickly; flashes, then passes us by. Leading to us to understand that
without the darkness; the flash would never occur. For this reason, darkness presupposes light,
in all forms and ways.
Order; perfect unity of nothing, lead the way from darkness into light. For when the harmony
orchestrated itself into the primordial essence, it came to understand that the Tao had to form
and allow all things into allowance that wished form. This was in essence against the Gods, for
those who did not combine the form would never be educated to presume the relations to an
Oracle. This time the Oracle has now presumed that natural state.
For when Order had first rated itself, it came to see that the destiny would have to formlessness
into form through the nothing to nothingness equation.

1.618 + 0 = 1.618
/
1.618 + 1.618 = .5
Once can see that the eventuality would lead to it as the middle always; always equilibrium.

